PACTS Complex Projects Task Force
Thursday, January 13, 2022
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Meeting Agenda

Zoom webinar: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83496747305
Phone: 646-558-8656—Webinar ID: 834 9674 7305

This meeting is being recorded and will be made available at gpcog.org/AgendaCenter.
1.

Decision Points (Attachments B, C)

90 minutes

Review the list of decision points and select options.

Upcoming Meetings
•

PACTS Policy Board—Thursday, January 27, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

•

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee—Tuesday, February 1, 9:00–11:00 a.m.

•

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force—Thursday, February 10, 11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

•

PACTS Executive Board—Tuesday, February 22, 9:00 –10:30 a.m.

•

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee—Tuesday, March 1, 9:00–11:00 a.m.

•

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force—Friday, March 4, 10:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.

•

PACTS Policy Board—Thursday, March 24, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

A full list of upcoming GPCOG and PACTS meetings is available at gpcog.org/Calendar.
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Attachment A

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force
Thursday, December 16, 2021
MEETING NOTES
Attendance
•

Attendees: Jeremiah Bartlett, Darryl Belz, Jessa Berna, Erin Courtney, Eamonn Dundon, Tom
Milligan, Christian MilNeil

•

GPCOG staff: Chris Chop, Aubrey Miller, Harold Spetla

•

Absent: Jim Bennett

Discussion Notes
•

Although the Complex Projects Task Force (CPTF) is not being asked to review the scoring
rubric in the PACTS Transportation Funding Framework, the CPTF may consider bonus points
for higher local match, locally funded PDR, regional collaboration, etc.

•

We need to create incentives for municipalities and design consultants to control costs and
value engineer during preliminary design report (PDR). Want to hold them accountable to
conceptual project budgets. [Christian]

•

Cost per point idea: if projects have the same score, PACTS should probably favor the less
expensive one. We should look at the cost per point for PACTS, because a municipality may be
willing to provide additional funding, [Christian]

•

Some cost increases are outside a municipality’s control. [Jeremiah]

•

Funding PDRs would give a sense of what is needed in the region, systemwide. I’d like to find a
way to prioritize PDR. I think it’s important to know. But couldn’t fund all construction. [Jeremiah]

•

You need to move into right-of-way (ROW) or construction within 10 years to avoid paying back
federal funds. State funds do not have the same requirement. [Darryl]

•

A larger local match for construction may give more certainty that a project will get the funding it
needs within the timeframe. This could be a requirement or a scoring adjustment. [Eamonn]

•

A 25% local match is a lot of incentive for municipalities to control costs. And it’s important to
have some guarantee of construction funds or it is too risky to use federal funds for PDR.
PACTS doesn’t need to guarantee overruns. Currently there’s an incentive to underestimate
total cost at the beginning, since there is a guarantee of construction funding and since higher
cost projects may not get funded. Cost is important but don’t want to favor wealthier
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municipalities vs. projects that serve more people. [Jessa] If you increase local match you’re
favoring municipalities with more money. [Darryl]
•

Using federal funds makes a project more expensive. Will municipalities participate if the local
match is higher than 25%? [Harold] Projects with federal funds also take longer to deliver.
[Jeremiah]

•

There could be a conversation about match at the PDR level. If we change the construction
match to 10%, PACTS won’t be able to fund anything. If change the construction match to 50%,
many communities will say no thank you, though perhaps that solves the problem. [Jeremiah]

•

Theoretically projects generate value (property tax revenues, local economies which generates
new public revenue) for communities. [Christian]

•

We could do scoring up front and scoring again after PDR. The Boston MPO rescores if the
project goes overbudget. [Jeremiah]

•

Do we put ourselves at risk of “wasting” money if we don’t see projects through to construction?
[Erin]

•

If we rescore and a project is removed, I don’t think the municipality should be on the hook for
PDR. [Tom]

•

It might be helpful to explore getting to 25% design before funding PDR. This might accomplish
the same goals of rescoring without exposing municipalities to the risk of completing PDR and
not getting construction funding. [Eamonn]

•

Need to look at PACTS’ allocation vs. how many PDRs (and the future construction costs of
these projects) PACTS is funding. [Darryl]

•

Should PACTS ask municipalities to complete PDR before asking for PACTS funding? This
would in many ways solve the issues as far as obligating the region to cover upcoming
construction funding. [Chris]

•

If a project has merit, it ought to be funded for PDR and construction. [Tom]

•

The time between PDR and construction is a huge source of cost overruns. [Christian]

•

Could the construction amount be capped, like Libbytown was capped at $3 million? [Darryl]

•

There may be a very important high-cost project. We should look at federal cost per point
instead. [Christian]

•

Perhaps could formalize an option for municipalities to opt out of construction funding. [Eamonn]
That could be in the three-party agreement between MaineDOT, PACTS, and the municipality,
with a note that if the project doesn’t move forward, the municipality is on the hook for the
federal funding spent on PDR. [Chris]

•

I like the idea of municipalities funding PDR and having construction funds come from PACTS.
[Jessa]. I have no problem with this idea provided that there’s a certain amount of scoring and
certainty of making a short list for constructing funding, so it’s worth doing PDR. [Tom]
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•

In favor of putting an upper limit on costs that could be funded through PACTS, whether it’s $3
million/year or 2-year projects. [Tom]

•

If municipalities fund more of the construction, they have more incentive to control cost during
PDR. Don’t necessarily need to change requirement, but adjust scoring and look at federal cost
per point. [Christian]

•

To clarify what PDR is – it takes the concept that has been provided, does some engineering
analysis, puts a cost and schedule to it, and identifies potential red flags. PDR gets you to 65%
design. There are still some unknowns. Usually the only cost creep is when a municipality wants
to add something to the project. Otherwise most of it is inflation or something that was missed at
the concept level and caught at the PDR level. [Darryl]

•

PACTS still does enhanced project scoping (EPS) as budget allows. Projects that weren’t ready
for PDR this year were punted to EPS. [Chris] EPS identifies potential red flags. It’s maybe 1015% design. [Darryl]

•

Should we require municipalities to do more work up front when submitting an application to
PACTS? [Darryl] As long as the expectations are really clear. [Chris]

•

It would be helpful to have conversations with the three parties about design standards very
early on. [Christian/Jeremiah/Darryl] FHWA has collaborated with MassDOT on flexible design
standards. See https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/design/standards/160505.cfm. [Christian]

•

Let’s return to the top and assume for the moment that we’re going to fund PDR. How does
everyone feel about capping the construction commitment at the time of funding PDR? (mostly
nods and thumbs up) Thoughts on a dollar amount or percentage? [Aubrey]

•

I would suggest cost per point. [Christian]

•

We can look into how that would work for our region, but we are only able look at one year’s
worth of recent project benchmarks. [Aubrey]

•

I am open to cost per point as long as ultimately there is some sort of cap. And maybe in the
case of a game-changing regionally significant project that is beyond what PACTS can fund, the
entire region and DOT can support or even assist with grant applications. [Jeremiah]

•

I am generally in favor of having some sort of cap, but I also want to discern the difference
between inflation and scope creep. Which is leading the overage? [Jessa]

•

I have some issues with the idea of cost per point. Our scoring provides a crude ranking (which
is apparent in the differences between different scoring committee members’ scores) and may
not be precise enough to use a cost per point system. [Jessa] Scoring committee members
change each year, making comparisons across years difficult. [Aubrey]

•

I think 25% design is an important piece to marry with caps. I think the two are linked and would
work well together. [Eamonn]
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•

Note the option for two different construction caps, one being a limit on what PACTS will fund
and the other being a limit on increases in the construction cost estimate after PDR allocation.
[Aubrey]

•

I like the idea of municipalities having more skin in the game in terms of cost control and
contributing to construction costs. For financial reasons and project value-generating reasons.
[Christian]

•

I will write up what we discussed and also test how a cost per point evaluation might work for
recent PACTS projects. [Aubrey]
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Attachment B
Decision Points

To limit the size (construction cost) of projects PACTS will fund:
•

OPTION A and/or B and/or C?
(A) The largest project (in terms of construction cost) PACTS will commit to fund in a
single cycle is $[X].
▪ What is $[X]?
o $2,472,965 in federal funds (plus 25% local match ($824,322) =
$3,297,287 total project). (This is equivalent to PACTS’ annual
allocation.)
o $2,250,000 in federal funds (plus 25% local match ($750,000) =
$3,000,000 total project). (This would leave approximately $200,000
in federal funds for other allocations.)
o Other?
▪ OPTIONAL ADDITION?
o PACTS may opt to commit two cycles’ worth of funding to a single
regionally significant project that is identified as a priority through the
region’s long-range transportation plan.
(B) The largest total construction costs PACTS will commit to fund in a single cycle is
$[X].
(C) Other?

To limit the amount of construction funding PACTS will provide after funding a project for PDR:
•

Which OPTION(S)?
(A) PACTS will only fund an increase of up to [X]% in the construction cost estimate at
the time of construction allocation. (The current Project Cap Policy is 20%, which
was recently increased from 10%.)
▪ What is [X]%? 10%? 20%? Other?
(B) PACTS will only fund an increase of up to [X]% in the construction cost estimate at
the time of PDR allocation.1 (There is currently no cap policy from the time of PDR
allocation.)
▪ What is [X]%? 10%? 20%? Other?
(C) If there any increases (at all, or above [X]%) in construction cost above the estimate
at the time of PDR allocation (and/or construction allocation), the project sponsor and
MaineDOT (if applicable) must present to the PACTS governing body an explanation
of the amount and cause(s) of the overage.

1

Limiting the construction commitment at the time of PDR allocation may (1) reduce the underestimation of
construction costs when applying for PDR, and (2) effectively require municipalities to complete more design work
before applying for PDR in order to more accurately estimate construction cost.
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▪ What is [X]%? 10%? 20%? Other?
(D) Any changes in scope that impact cost must be approved by the PACTS governing
body.
(E) Projects sponsors/MaineDOT must complete PDR within [X] months from signing the
three-party agreement, or must request an extension from the PACTS governing
body.
▪ What is [X] months? 12? 18? 24? 36? Other?
(F) Formalize the option for a project sponsor to forego construction funding from
PACTS, understanding that such a commitment would be included in the three-party
agreement between MaineDOT, PACTS, and the municipality, and that the
municipality would be required to repay federal funds spent for PDR if the project did
not move to construction.

To limit the amount of construction funding PACTS will provide if municipalities are required to
fund their own PDRs (about 50-65% design):
•

OPTION A or B or C?
(A) Have project sponsors apply, and score projects before they start PDR. Commit to
fund construction after they complete PDR, assuming there are no significant
changes to project scope/project cost/regional priorities/etc.
(B) Have project sponsors apply, and score projects before they start PDR. Provide an
indication of the likelihood they will be funded for construction after they complete
PDR, without committing to fund construction.
(C) Other?

To consider project cost, use a Cost per Point evaluation (see Attachment C) to evaluate
projects:
•

Which OPTION(S)?
(A) For scoring before PDR to determine whether or project will receive PDR funding
and/or construction funding.
(B) For rescoring after PDR to determine whether a project will receive construction
funding, understanding that if a project has used federal funds for PDR, does not
receive construction funds from PACTS, and cannot find another funding source for
construction, the municipality would have to repay the federal funds spent on PDR.
(C) For rescoring upon reaching a certain cost increase threshold, e.g., 25% of the
construction cost estimated at the time of [PDR allocation or construction allocation].
(D) Other?

To limit cost increases by ensuring a shared understanding of the project before applying for
funding from PACTS, require:
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•

OPTION A and/or B and/or C?
(A) A discussion and agreement between MaineDOT, PACTS, and municipality
regarding applicable design standards, understanding that it takes time to make this
happen.
(B) A discussion and agreement between MaineDOT, PACTS, and municipality
regarding readiness for PDR (or for construction), understanding that it takes time to
make this happen.
(C) That the municipality has already reached 25% design, understanding that this takes
time and funding.
(D) Other?

To help PACTS funding go farther and to add to the incentive for municipalities to control project
costs:
•

OPTION A and/or B and/or C?
(A) Increase the local match requirement for PDR from 25% to [X]%?
▪ What is [X]%?
(B) Increase the local match requirement for construction from 25% to [X]%?
▪ What is [X]%?
(C) Award bonus points to projects that commit to more than the minimum local match
for PDR and/or construction.
▪ How much local match?
▪ How many bonus points?
(D) Other?
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Attachment C
Cost per Point Matrix
The September 23, 2021 Technical Memorandum to the Boston Region MPO—included as
Attachment D in the 12/16/2021 Complex Projects Task Force meeting packet and developed in
response to significant cost increases for projects previously selected for funding by the Boston
Region MPO in the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)—suggests establishing a policy
for rescoring projects when costs increase beyond a threshold of $2,500,000 or 25 percent of
project cost. The recommended policy includes plotting projects using a model like AtlantaRegion Transit Link Authority’s four-quadrant approach, where cost/point is plotted against
project evaluation score to compare relative value across projects.
To visualize how this model might work for the selection of PACTS complex projects, GPCOG
staff plotted the nine projects for which applications were submitted during the 2021 complex
projects cycle (Figure 1, Figure 2):
Figure 1: PACTS projects plotted on a four-quadrant matrix (with Saco lower cost)
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Figure 2: PACTS projects plotted on a four-quadrant matrix (with Saco higher cost)
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Staff added dotted lines to create four quadrants—1, 2a, 2b, and 3. Based on the AtlantaRegion Transit Link Authority’s Draft Regional Transit Plan description of the four quadrants:
•
•
•
•

Quadrant 1 includes High Performance Projects at Lower Relative Cost.
Quadrant 2a includes High Performance Projects at Higher Relative Cost.
Quadrant 2b includes Lower Performance Projects at Lower Relative Cost.
Quadrant 3 includes Low Performance Projects at Higher Relative Cost.

During PACTS’ 2021 complex project cycle, the three highest scoring projects were also the
three highest cost projects. They appear in Quadrant 2a.
For projects that have exceeded the cost increase threshold, the recommendation in the Boston
Region MPO memo includes flagging changes between quadrants. The MPO board would
consider this data, along with presentations by project proponents and other information, when
deciding whether to change the project’s funding status.
When considering this model for PACTS, it is worth noting that project scores may vary across
years due to changes in scoring committee membership. Also, cost estimates for the projects
may vary in accuracy.
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